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SUMMARY 
This participatory case study explores learners' difficulties and proposes some recommendations 
for more effectively doing project-based leammg of English for Economics and Busuiess Study II, 
a 15-week ESP course at the School of Foreign Languages, Hanoi University of Science and 
Technology, Viemam. Data were collected through a focus-group interview with six veteran 
course participants with varymg grade range. As a result of theme-based coding and analysis, 
major findmgs reveal that leamers hardly could achieve the approach's leaming outcomes of key 
content knowledge and real-life skills because of some difficulties includmg learners' poor success 
skills, lack of prior knowledge, limitation of references, and unauthentic assessment. Furthermore, 
from the participants' perspectives, some suggestions for learners, teachers and policy makers are 
made; pedagogical implications are also discussed. 
Keywords: Project-based learning. ESP course; Learners' difficulties; Participatory case study; 
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INTRODUCTION 
On globalization, to enhance occupation 
opportunities and competitiveness for 
graduates, educational institutions and 
universities In non-English speaking countties 
have incorporated foreign language courses, 
especially those of English for Specific 
Purposes (shortly, ESP) into their curriculum. 
Therefore, the graduates can improve the 
language use In their typical working 
environment. Besides that, to practicalize ESP 
courses for real-life employment demands, 
practitioners worldwide have applied many 
innovative teaching methodologies and 
approaches including project-based leaming 
(hereafter named PBL) into classroom. Thus, 
learners can develop such soft skills as critical 
thinking, flexible problem solving, innovative 
and collaboration skills through engaging 
them in real-life shuations [24]. Apart from 
some of the advantages that PBL brings to 
both teachers and students, it challenges these 
two main stakeholders, requiring necessary 
considerations to resolve for most effective 
outcomes. This case study reports on several 
salient difficulties PBL students have in 
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taking ESP courses and possible 
recommendations made for related 
stakeholders to overcome those difficuhies 
and to take full advantage of the PBL 
approach in ESP teaching. 
RESEARCH CONTENTS 
Literature review 

PBL is named by Greeno (2006) as a form of 
situated leaming (as cited in [13]) which 
engages students in real-world scientific 
problems, or the integration of "knowing and 
doing" [17] in which the key knowledge 
gained from the core curriculum would help 
students solve authentic problems. 
Considered to be learner-centred and integrate 
all language skills and content leaming [19], 
PBL can be characterized by those typical 
features such as driving question and 
integration of key knowledge and success 
skills, together with active roles of teacher-
learner and authentic assessment [19], 
First, if a driving question is workable, 
valuable, contextual ized, meaningful and 
ethical, it drives leamers to learn, explore and 
address problems. Generated by individuals 
or project teams, h may focus on topics, 
nature and scope of a project [4] or other 
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larger-scale factors Second, leaming of key 
academic knowledge and success skills is a 
must to a well-implemented project and a 
gold standard of PBL approach [7]. The 
standard would enable leamers to gain 
significant content standards, concepts, and 
deeper understanding which are essential for 
school subjects and academic areas [3], [20], 
and "2r ' century skills" or "college and 
career readiness skills" [14]. 
Third, teachers and leamers become dynamic 
and active in PBL courses, with the former's 
having voice and choice [14]. Likewise, 
teachers change the way they instruct, plan, 
direct leamers in doing, facilitate learners' 
knowledge acquisition, and assess the 
leaming [11], [23]. Obviously, teachers 
encourage and support leamers to become 
self-directed. 

Lastly, authentic assessment is one of the 
greatest potentials for PBL with on-going 
evaluating criteria acknowledged by both 
leamers and teachers. The criteria evaluate 
such barometers of project implementation 
process as meeting minutes, notes, and a 
range of benchmarks to measure different 
leaming outcomes [12]; the rubric is 
pertaining to the curriculum objectives [5] 
and ttansparently stated at the beginning of 
courses for leamers to self-regulate their 
leaming. 
In essence, PBL is implemented in a 6-step 
process [2] as follows: developing a topic, 
outiining the project, connecting the academic 
project with the real worid, identilying and 
organizing the main available leaming 
resources, making schedules and preparing 
the final product. 
Research background 
The study was done at Hanoi University of 
Science and Technology, School of Foreign 
Languages (hereafter named HUST-SOFL). 
The participants are students completing the 
course of English for Economics and 
Business 11 (EEB II) using PBL approach. 
This four-credit optional ESP subject requires 
the leamers with English for Economics and 
Business I (EEB I) background knowledge. It 
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is aimed to bolster the learners' four basic 
English-language skills for Business and 
Economics, reinforce their understanding of 
economic laws, intemational business 
operations, and sharpen career-related skills. 
EEBS 11 students work In groups of three or 
four and individually throughout the 15-week 
course to do a project with various tasks: 
choosing a topic; critically reading references 
to make general and detailed project outlines; 
presenting three times and designing post-up 
activities; submitting a final report. The 
course assessment is the sum-up of each 
component score below: 

On-going score (50%): with general 
outline, references, detailed plan and group 
presentations 

- Final score (50%): with response to peer 
feedback during presentations. 
Research methodology 
This research is a participatory case study, also 
the major qualitative sttategy based on its 
features and benefits [10], [18]. Defined as a 
mode of case study research that engages local 
groups or community in all stages of the 
research process, from formulating research 
questions to writing up and announcing the 
findings, participatory research is popular in 
social science and change-oriented studies. 
Furthermore, the aim of this practice is to 
reconstruct the knowledge and ability of 
practitioners who normally have seldom 
sought views, rarely heard voices and little 
opportunity to enunciate and assert their 
interests. In fact, the participants in this case 
study are veteran students of EBB II course at 
HUST-SOFL who provide rich and profound 
data of their own difficulties in taking the PBL 
approach, as suggested to be relevant data 
sources in doing a qualitative research [6]. 
Following the six basic steps to do a 
participatory ease study [22], this research is 
implemented with two most important steps: 
determine and define the following two 
research questions through carefully reading 
literature review on features and procedure 
to apply PBL in language classes and select 
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the cases, determine data collection and 
analysis techniques. 
Data collection 
To find out the participants' difficuhies and 
suggested solutions to overcoming those 
difficulties on the learners' perspectives of 
PBL application in EEB II course at HUST-
SOFL, one focus group of participants 
selected from the veteran students ofthe EEB 
II course was interviewed. 
Such a purposive sampling of six participants 
in the focus group helps the researchers whh 
deep insights into problems and research 
questions [16], [10]. In practice, considering 
all the factors including participant 
background, research convenience, 

information accuracy, sense of willingness 
and participant typicality, the six 
representatives were selected from three 
grade-ranged groups of twenty-three students 
in EEBS II class. These six cases are typical 
enough In a case study as suggested by [10] 
with mixed genders, first-hand experience 
with solutions. 

This face-to-face focus group interview was 
conducted in a natural setting within nearly 
two hours, audio-recorded and notes of key 
ideas taken after being piloted for adaptation. 
It is in Vietnamese and conducted on the 
protocol such as reminder ofthe participants' 
experience and reflections of using PBL in 
leaming EEBS II course through a brief 
questionnaue, brief inttoduction of research 
and interview procedure, and interview 
implementation. 
Discussion and Findings 
The interview data were coded on the theme-
based principle. The two main themes, also 
the answers to the two research questions, are 
Hsted: (i) difficulties facing PBL-using EEBS 
II students; (11) recommended solutions to 
those difficulties. 

Code-based analysis of the focus group 
interview data reveals that the following four 
major difficulties are identified to challenge 
the EEBS II students in using PBL: poor 
success skills, limited references, lack of 

background content knowledge, and improper 
leaming assessment. 

Finding 1 - Poor success skills such as 
collaboration, problem-solving skills, 
communication were the major obstacles to 
the success of PBL students at HUST-SOFL 
due to the lack of experience and grasp of 
collaborative work philosophy [21]. Indeed, 
they could not solve group conflicts caused 
by stagnant members and inequitable work 
conttibution. Students fmd it challenging to 
accept anything new, to proactively practice 
their partial project ownership [9] or to 
maintain group communication. 
Finding 2 The limitation of references 
substantially encounters the students' project 
implementation. First, all of the participants 
agreed that they relied on online sources such 
as e-books, e-joumals and websites however 
unttustworthy the sources are. In addition, the 
subjects could not receive enough 
consultation from content specialists. 
Meanwhile, real inquiries can make students 
fmd project work more meaningful [15], [2]. 
Finding 3 - The lack of prior knowledge is 
another obstacle to the interviewees' gain of 
key knowledge and success skills. Hence, 
they could not evaluate available online 
sources and build key academic knowledge 
and understanding for the project work. 
Furthermore, this also causes difficulties in 
their honing success skills [7]. 
Finding 4 - The students' achievement of 
success skills was improperly evaluated. In 
practice, the participants thought that the 
product-based course leammg rubric enables 
the instmctor to assess learners' content 
knowledge rather than success skills, 
regardless of unfair grouping on the basis of 
students' partner choice to do group projects. 
This seems not relevant to such structured 
group work described by [25] to be based on 
multi-skill members, interdependent roles and 
individual reliability. 

(ii) To solve the aforementioned problems, 
the participants proposed some feasible 
solutions, which were also the answers to the 
second research question. The subjects 
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recommended three main stakeholders-
leamers, teachers and policy makers, take 
actions In their posrtlons to deal with the four 
stated challenges. First, PBL students should 
self-direct their leaming, mobilizing all of the 
available and potential resources creatively in 
their specific situations. They need to be more 
active in information gathering, be adaptive in 
communication, and be flexible in self-
studying necessary success skills. Second, as 
a key stakeholder of successful PBL 
application, teachers should prepare a toolbox 
of assessment mbrics and solutions. As a 
result, they can offer solutions to anticipated 
and emerging problems, assess both multi-
faceted process and products of project 
implementation. More notably, teachers 
should facilitate leamers' establishment of 
success skills for lifelong benefits. Lastly, 
policy makers should set a fomm for all 
instructors and students to share their 
experience of learning PBL and consttuct best 
practices with focus on building reliable 
resources, sttengthenlng prior knowledge, 
completing authentic assessment, and 
increasing group work and other skills. 
Pedagogical implications 
Based on the interview data analysis, 
discussion and findings, some implications of 
applying PBL into teaching ESP to English-
majored students have been made to help 
them Ieam at their efficacy. 
Firstly, PBL should be used flexibly m teaching 
contexts with the followmg principles: 
- Be relevant to learners' levels of language 
proficiency and background knowledge and 
motivate them to solve for realistic results 
with clearly defined content and skill 
requirements. 

- Develop learners' deep and active leaming 
by rubrics, toolbox, scaffolding, and 
emotional devices, 

- Maximize learners' PBL experience [7] with 
seven issues to consider: developing a PBL-
based ESP course and planning lessons; 
matching the course to PBL gold standards; 
establishing the learning culture to reinforce 
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learner autonomy and intellectual democracy; 
pedagogically managing activities through 
relevant deadlines, checkpoints, balanced 
routine-creativity to make leaming happen st 
any time and situations; facilitating student 
leaming through toolbox; assessing student 
leaming by standard-aligned mbrics of 
students' project implementation process and 
product; engaging and coaching leamers by 
personalizing learning. 
Secondly, leamers should be provided with 
relevant toolbox such as groupwork skills 
[25], know-how guidelines, basic language 
skills, project-management tools (group 
calendar, leaming log, contract) and 
background content knowledge. Leamers also 
should be facilitated with library skills of how 
to use library directories, databases, and other 
resources [1]. In addhion, project-based 
leamers should have more opportunhies to 
widen their prior content knowledge and 
understanding before they do project work as 
stated by [7], As a result, they can improve 
success skills by completing project tasks and 
working with comprehensible content input. 
Besides that, leamers will have their leaming 
attitudes improved in supportive and 
constmctive environment where leamer 
autonomy, innovative teaching approaches, 
and updated library resources are the keys to 
success. Fmally, authentic PBL assessment 
practices should be multi-faceted and 
conducted to boost the effectiveness of PBL 
approach with more opportunities revise 
work, reflect leamt knowledge, facilitate 21"-
century skills, and enhance social 
understanding. 
CONCLUSION 

This participatory case study showcases the 
application of PBL into the learning and 
teaching of an ESP course to English-majored 
students whose prior content knowledge has 
remarkable gaps to acquiring key knowledge 
and achieving success skills, from the course 
attendants' viewpoints. Obviously, the shidy 
reinforces the findings of the previous 
literature on the use of PBL in language 
education. Furthermore, with the awareness 
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of obstacles facing PBL leamers of English 
for Specific Purposes and suggested 
resolutions, project-based teaching 
practitioners should apply the approach on a 
larger scale and applied to a wider range of 
subjects at appropriate levels of education, 
especially tertiary levels for hs merits and 
benefits for all the key stakeholders. 
Moreover, project-based leammg is workable 
across grade levels, academic subjects, 
gender, ethnicity, and achievement level 
under the circumstances of incorporating with 
other innovative teaching approaches 
mcluding cooperative leaming, fiipped 
leaming, and inquiry-based leaming. 
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TOM TAT 
N G H I E N C i r u T I N H H U O N G VE N H U N G K H 6 K H A N VCSl fiGlfCfl H Q C 
VA ©lEU CAN L U U Y K H I GL^NG DAY MON T I E N G A N H C H U Y E N NGANH 
AP DVNG PHirCXNG P H A P H O C QUA DlT AN 

Nguyin Hanh Ddo' ' , Dinh NQ- Hd My' 
'Kjf« Ngoai nga, Dgi hpc Bach Khoa Hd NQI 

' Cong ty TNHH Tir vdn Gido due va Ddo tgo Be YOU 

De tdi nghien ciiu tinh hu6ng cua chiing toi tim hilu nhihig kho khdn ciia ngudi hoc vd dua ra m t̂ 
s6 de xudt dl vi?c hpc mdn tilng Anh Kinh t l Kinh doanh II ap dyng phirong phdp hoc theo du dn 
hi|u qua hon. Day Id kh6a h^c tieng Anh chuyen ngdnh keo ddi 15 tuan tgi ViSn Ngoai ngO, 
Truimg Dai hpc Bdch Khoa Hd Noi, Vi?t Nam. DQ li^u dugc thu thap qua viec phdng vdn tdp 
trung mOt nh6m gdm sdu smh vien dd hodn thdnh m6n hpc vdi kit qud hpc tap khde nhau. Theo 
kit qua phdn tich, nhCtng phdt hi?n quan ttpng cho thdy ngufri hgc khd d?it duoc myc tigu hoc tap 
ciia phucmg phdp ndy ve kien thirc chuygn ngdnh vd kj ndng mem. Nguyen nhdn bao gIm ngutri 
hpc chua c6 du ky ndng mgm, thilu kiln thiic chuyen ngdnh nen tdng, tdi li^u tham khdo bj h^n 
che vd khung ddnh gid qud trinh hpc tap chua phii hpp. Ben cgnh d6, sdu sinh vien dupe phdng van 
Cling dua ra m$t s6 gpi </ cho ngudi hpc, gido vien vd nhd qudn ly gido due de nang cao higu qud 
vigc dp dyng phucmg phdp dgy hpc theo du dn. Ngodi ra, mpt vdi de xuat su pham cung dui^c thdo 
lugn frong nghien ciru ndy. 

Tir khda: Dgy hgc du dn; tieng Anh chuyen ngdnh; kho khdn cua ngudi hgc; nghien cdu tinh 
hudng; ky ndng mem. 
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